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ABSTRACT

Extreme rainfall is expected to increase under climate change, carrying potential socioeconomic risks.However, the

magnitude of increase is uncertain. Over recent decades, extreme storms over theWest African Sahel have increased

in frequency, with increased vertical wind shear shown to be a cause. Drier midlevels, stronger cold pools, and in-

creased storm organization have also been observed. Global models do not capture the potential effects of lower- to

midtropospheric wind shear or cold pools on storm organization since they parameterize convection. Here we use the

first convection-permitting simulations of African climate change to understand how changes in thermodynamics and

storm dynamics affect future extreme Sahelian rainfall. The model, which simulates warming associated with repre-

sentative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) until the end of the twenty-first century, projects a 28% increase of the

extreme rain rate of MCSs. The Sahel moisture change on average follows Clausius–Clapeyron scaling, but has

regional heterogeneity. Rain rates scale with the product of time-of-storm total column water (TCW) and in-storm

vertical velocity. Additionally, prestormwind shear and convective available potential energy bothmodulate in-storm

vertical velocity. Although wind shear affects cloud-top temperatures within our model, it has no direct correlation

with precipitation rates. In our model, projected future increase in TCW is the primary explanation for increased rain

rates. Finally, althoughcolder coldpools aremodeled in the future climate,we seeno significant change innear-surface

winds, highlighting avenues for future research on convection-permitting modeling of storm dynamics.

1. Introduction

The socioeconomic risks to vulnerable people across

West Africa due to climate change aremanifold (USAID

2017). Of particular interest are projections of the fre-

quency and intensity of extreme precipitation events.

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are responsible

for the majority of annual rainfall over the Sahel

(Laurent et al. 1998; Laing et al. 1999; Fink and Reiner

2003); understanding future change of these events is

pivotal to ascertaining future risk associated to rainfall.

The purpose of this study is to understand the pro-

cesses by which climate change can affect MCS precip-

itation rates, particularly the 99th percentile of surface

precipitation rates from MCSs (hereafter termed the

extreme precipitation rate), over the West African

Sahel. We use a state-of-the-art regional climate model

without any active convection parameterization scheme

to understand how variability on the synoptic-to-climate

time scale may affect MCS extreme precipitation rates.
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The multidecadal drought afflicting the Sahel in the

1970s and 1980s has been followed by a so-called ‘‘re-

covery period’’ (Nicholson 2005; Hagos and Cook 2008;

Lebel and Ali 2009; Lodoun et al. 2013; Evan et al. 2015;

Sanogo et al. 2015) during which average annual rainfall

has returned to near-long-term mean levels (Lélé and

Lamb 2010, their Fig. 1). However, the nature of intra-

seasonal rainfall variability has changed over the Sahel

during recent decades, with an observed increase in the

frequency of very rainy MCSs separated by longer pe-

riods of little to no rainfall (Panthou et al. 2014; Taylor

et al. 2017). More intense rain events carry increased

risk of flooding, with observational studies suggesting

that flood events over the Sahel have become more

frequent over the past decades (Panthou et al. 2014; Nka

et al. 2015; Panthou et al. 2018; Tazan et al. 2019;Wilcox

et al. 2018). Intense but temporarily sparse rain events

can also deteriorate soil quality through nutrient runoff

(Panagos et al. 2017).

Taylor et al. (2017) observe a threefold increase in the

frequency of early-evening MCSs with mean cloud-top

temperature ,2758C over the Sahel since the 1980s.

This increase is associated with an intensification of

midday wind shear in the vertical pressure column,

henceforth wind shear, calculated as the difference be-

tween low-level southwesterly/westerly winds and mid-

level easterly winds, as well as a drying of the Saharan air

layer. Cold pools and organized squall lines have also

been observed to intensify over the same time frame,

although the presence of drier midlevel air and stronger

cold pools may be coincidental and not dynamically

linked (cf. James and Markowski 2010).

On the storm time scale, Taylor et al. (2017) found

that ambient wind shear intensity is significantly corre-

lated with the mean cloud-top temperature of MCSs,

with subsequent observational work suggesting that

ambient wind shear strength may also influence the

maximum precipitation rates of storms (Fig. S1 in the

online supplemental material). These findings are con-

sistent with previous studies highlighting the role of

wind shear in organizing convection (Browning and

Ludlam 1962; Moncrieff 1978, 1981; Thorpe et al. 1982;

Dudhia et al. 1987; Nicholls et al. 1988; Rotunno et al.

1988; Mapes 1993; Houze 1993; Tao et al. 1995; Ferrier

et al. 1996; LeMone et al. 1998; Mohr and Thorncroft

2006; Alfaro 2017).

Cloud-resolving model (CRM) studies have sug-

gested that other ambient and storm-relative variables

are more important than wind shear in controlling

MCS precipitation rates. Takemi (2007, 2010, 2014)

found that the vertical distribution of high CAPE in the

lower troposphere controls mean MCS precipitation

rates to a greater extent than lower/midtropospheric

shear. However, Takemi (2010) also found an inverse

relationship between lower-tropospheric temperature

lapse rate and the maximum precipitation intensity of

MCSs (their Fig. 14b), implying that increased CAPE

could be negatively correlated with maximum precip-

itation rates. A similar result is found in Lucas et al.

(2000), where enhanced wind shear positively impacts

total precipitation from MCSs, but negatively impacts

maximum precipitation rates. These results imply that

storm-related drivers can be shown to positively or

negatively impact MCS intensity depending on the

definition of storm intensity. It is for this reason we

primarily focus on extreme precipitation rates.

Finally, variability in moisture and ascent rates within

MCSs have previously been identified as influential in

MCS precipitation rate variability. Increased inflow of

moist, buoyant air, and vertical ascent within convective

updrafts increase maximum precipitation rates (Alfaro

2017), as does enhanced lower-tropospheric relative

humidity (Lucas et al. 2000). Takemi (2014) hypothe-

sized that increased precipitable water available to a

developing MCS will be positively correlated with

maximum precipitation rates. This theory is not explic-

itly tested by the author.

Rising temperatures under global warming have the

potential to intensify many of theMCS intensity drivers

discussed above. Amplified warming of the Sahara

(Cook and Vizy 2015; Vizy and Cook 2017) will in-

crease the meridional temperature gradient across

West Africa, leading to enhanced lower- to midtropo-

spheric wind shear over the Sahel, in part through the

enhancement of theAfrican easterly jet (Cook 1999). It

is posited that a greater future meridional temperature

gradient over West Africa will lead to heavier precip-

itating MCSs under climate change due to the strong

water vapor feedback over the region (Dong and

Sutton 2015; Evan et al. 2015). Through the Clausius–

Clapeyron relationship, it is expected that increased

warming over the Sahel will lead to an increase in total

column water (TCW); this relationship has been iden-

tified previously within the model used in this study

(Kendon et al. 2019). Over the tropics, Takemi (2012)

and Takemi et al. (2012) also find an increase in lower-

tropospheric CAPE under global warming. In our

analysis, we examine the magnitude by which the

above-identified MCS intensity drivers increase in a

potential future climate, and their subsequent dynamic

effect on MCS precipitation rates.

Coarse-resolution models with convection parame-

terization schemes, which do not account for the role of

wind shear, can struggle to model Sahelian storms

and their intensities accurately (Marsham et al. 2013).

Convection-permitting models at ;4 km horizontal
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resolution have been shown to realistically simulate

present daymonsoon flow, cold pool outflows (Marsham

et al. 2013), convergence (Birch et al. 2014a,b), the di-

urnal cycle of rainfall (Vizy and Cook 2018, 2019), and

agricultural decision-maker relevant monsoon metrics

(Garcia-Carreras et al. 2015). Future climate simula-

tions of the West African climate at convection-

permitting resolutions therefore provide an opportunity

to better understand changes in MCS dynamics under

global warming.

Section 2 describes the model used in this paper,

with section 3 explaining the methods employed.

Sections 4–7 provide results: first, we identify clima-

tological changes in the West African monsoon be-

tween the current and future Convection Permitting

for Africa (CP4-A) climate runs, then we analyze fu-

ture changes in distributions of MCS precipitation

intensity relative to the current climate and the po-

tential causes at different times of the day. Section 8

gives conclusions and recommendations for future work.

2. Data

Within the Future Climate for Africa (FCFA) pro-

gram, the Improving Model Processes for African

Climate (IMPALA) project has produced two 10-yr

model simulations for the African continent at the

convection-permitting horizontal grid spacing of;4.4km.

These simulations are referred to hereafter CP4-A

(Stratton et al. 2018; Kendon et al. 2019). The CP4-A

simulations project the changes in African climate for

the end of the twenty-first century with;4K sea surface

temperature (SST) warming and ;5 K mean near-

surface temperature increase over the continent

(Kendon et al. 2019). The model has 80 vertical

levels with finer vertical resolution within the tro-

popause and boundary layer. We provide a brief

overview of the model and its quality below.

CP4-A is a regional model spanning longitudes 248W–

568E, and latitudes 458S–398N. The model is forced by

lateral boundary conditions from an atmosphere-only

version of the Met Office global climate model (GCM)

with ;25km horizontal grid spacing, and with pre-

scribed daily SSTs. Land surface properties are initial-

ized using the most recent JULES land surface scheme

(Walters et al. 2019), and allowed to evolve freely over

time. CP4-A uses an applied moisture conservation

scheme (Aranami et al. 2015) and a three-dimensional

blended boundary layer scheme (Boutle et al. 2014). The

large-scale cloud scheme is described in Smith (1990),

and has been used in other convection-permitting ver-

sions of the Met Office Unified Model. The cloud

scheme diagnoses liquid cloud fraction and condensed

water when the grid-boxmean relative humidity exceeds a

critical value. Ice water content is determined by the

microphysics scheme, with cloud fractions then diag-

nosed as in Abel et al. (2017). Other parameterization

schemes are documented in Stratton et al. (2018, their

Table 2). Both CP4-A, and the driving GCM, use the

Even Newer Dynamics for General Atmospheric

Modeling of the Environment (ENDGame) dynamical

core (Wood et al. 2014). The ENDGame dynamical core

has been shown previously to improve the representa-

tion of key processes over West Africa, particularly the

seasonal progression of monsoon rains (Vellinga et al.

2016; Fitzpatrick 2016, appendix B).

In each climate respectively, the same SSTs are

prescribed for the driving GCM, CP4-A, and the pa-

rameterized model. Current climate SSTs are pro-

vided from the Reynolds daily observational dataset

(Reynolds et al. 2007). Future climate SSTs are cal-

culated first by quantifying the climatological change

in SST values simulated between 1975–2005 and 2085–

2115 from a GCM run using phase 5 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) represen-

tative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5). This cli-

matological SST change was calculated monthly,

interpolated both spatially and temporally, and added to

the current climate values to produce future SSTs.

Greenhouse gases are taken from the RCP8.5 scenario

for 2100; however the same ozone and aerosol clima-

tology is used in both simulations. Future changes in

precipitation rates across West Africa between the two

simulations can be attributed to rising temperatures and

increases in greenhouse gases.

CP4-A has no convection scheme of any kind, using

just model dynamics to explicitly represent convective

clouds. We note the caveat that a model at 4.4 km grid

spacing with no convective parameterization scheme

may not capture the complexity of convective develop-

ment simulated in higher resolution CRM studies, as

model resolution has been highlighted in the past as a

key issue in correctly simulating cloud processes (e.g.,

Lin et al. 2012). With that said, the decision to have no

active convection scheme allows for a clearer compari-

son between convection permitting and parameterized

models produced during IMPALA.

Kendon et al. (2019) find that CP4-A better recreates

observed high precipitation rates over Africa compared

to the parameterized-convection counterpart model and

projects a larger future increase in intense precipitation

rates (their Fig. 1). Berthou et al. (2019b) find that CP4-

A accurately simulates the frequency of MCSs over the

AMMA-CATCH observational sites. Stratton et al.

(2018) and Berthou et al. (2019b) also show that the

seasonal transition of monsoon rains across West Africa
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is better captured in CP4-A compared to its parame-

terized convection counterpart, as well as a reduction of

the persistent dry bias within CP4-A. However, Crook

et al. (2019) highlight that CP4-A fails to simulateMCSs

of comparable area to the largest ones observed, or

speeds comparable to the quickest systems.

Simulations at the temporal and spatial scale of CP4-A

incur an extensive computational expense. As such, there

has been a need for compromise with regards to model

design and output. There exists only one model repre-

sentation for the current and future climates respectively.

The authors stress that the findings of this paper are based

on a research model, with a particular set of boundary

conditions fromone globalmodel, and so cannot be taken

as projections with a certainty level attached, but rather

as results from climate sensitivity study.

The authors also stress that the two 10-yr simulations

are not considered as historical and future climatologies.

Decadal and multidecadal variability of ambient con-

ditions across West Africa can influence our results. We

explore the role of this variability further in section 6a.

3. Methods

In this paper, we analyze the climatic drivers of

changes in early-evening MCS extreme precipitation

rates (the 99th percentile of MCS precipitation rate)

over the Sahel. The calculation methods for extreme

precipitation rate and other considered MCS-relevant

metrics are presented in Table 1.We define the Sahel as

108–188N, 158W–158E (displayed in Fig. 3); the suit-

ability of this region for both climates is explored in

section 4. The codes employed in this paper are avail-

able at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2560371 and http://

doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2560410.

MCSs are classified as any contiguous structure with

an area of cold-cloud [outgoing longwave radiation

(OLR) # 167Wm22] of at least 25 000 km2 simulated

during July–September. Extreme precipitation rates are

therefore calculated across a region of at least 250km2

(;16 grid cells). MCS tracking is performed from storm

genesis to decay using the algorithm presented in Stein

et al. (2015) by identifying contiguous regions of cold

cloud that partially overlap between hourly intervals.

Tracked storms are analyzed at 1800 UTC in sections 5

and 6 as this is the time of maximum modeled precipi-

tation (see section 4). Different times of MCS occur-

rence have been evaluated in section 7.

Tracking MCSs using OLR instead of precipitation

allows for continuous identification of large-scale orga-

nized systems even when MCS precipitation may be

spatially or temporarily intermittent (Klein et al. 2018,

their Fig. 4a). We have analyzed precipitation-tracked

events, finding little difference in key results (not shown).

The choice of a fixed temporal analysis windowmeans that

MCSs may be analyzed at times when they are not at their

maximum intensity; however, we believe that this decision

is fair given the availability of data as well as the comple-

mentary analysis in sections 4 and 7.

In this paper, we set two further restrictions on MCSs

identification with the following rationales:

d AllMCSs have an extreme rain rate at 1800 UTC greater

than10mmh21. This restrictionexcludesnonprecipitating

cold cloud structures. The threshold of 10mmh21 is

arbitrary.Different thresholds (between5and30mmh21)

were analyzed, with little difference in results.
d All MCSs must have mean ambient (1200–1600 UTC)

precipitation rate below 1mmh21 across the region

where each MCS is located at 1800 UTC. This restric-

tion removes MCSs where the midday atmosphere is

perturbed by precipitation. Use of this restriction re-

duces the number of MCSs analyzed (only 26% of

current climate storms and 27% of future climate

storms pass this criterion). Evaluation of the vertical

profile of horizontal winds, and CAPE, in the envi-

ronment preceding the arrival of an MCS requires an

atmosphere not disturbed by the potential effects of

prior storms. Complementary analysis for all MCSs

regardless of this restriction shows similar findings to

those given here (not shown).

There are 1020 current climate MCSs and 553 future

climateMCSs that meet both criteria. The fact that CP4-

A projects fewer SahelianMCSs in the future climate fits

with prior analysis (cf. Riede et al. 2016). Berthou et al.

(2019a) and Kendon et al. (2019) additionally show that

CP4-A simulates fewer Sahelian rain events in the fu-

ture regardless of storm size.

All metrics listed in Table 1 are calculated over the

location where each MCS is present at 1800 UTC.

‘‘Ambient’’ conditions (e.g., MU-CAPE) are evalu-

ated at 1200 UTC consistent with Taylor et al. (2017),

while ‘‘internal’’ storm characteristics (such as mini-

mum omega), are evaluated at 1800 UTC. Our choice

of evaluation times allow us to examine the influence

of prestorm environment and the internal storm dy-

namics in controlling MCS extreme precipitation rates

within CP4-A. We highlight that our measure of am-

bient wind shear does not use fixed pressure levels to

evaluate the low-level southwesterly and midlevel

easterly ambient wind circulations. Rather, our shear

measure captures the maximum difference between

these two circulations across the lower to midtropo-

sphere. We consider this modification of importance

given that changes in surface pressure and the poten-

tial vertical displacement of the AEJ are not variables
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we wish to explicitly consider as potential drivers of

storm intensification changes.

In our analysis, we considered both zonal wind shear

(i.e., maximum low-level westerlies minus maximum

midlevel easterlies) and wind shear magnitude (using both

the zonal and meridional horizontal winds) (Table 1). We

found little difference in the influence of either metric on

extreme precipitation rates. As such, we do not show re-

sults for both metrics. Finally, due to an irreparable issue

with CP4-A, 600hPa model output is not available for the

current climate storms in 1998 and some storms in 1999.

4. Climatological differences in monsoon features

over the Sahel

For our analysis, a fixed geographical region has been

selected for analysis across climates. However, changes

in extremesmay arise from shifts of the summer rain belt

or other monsoon features. In this section, we consider

whether the latitudes 108–188N offer a fair comparison

of the West African monsoon across climates.

Figure 1 displays the zonally averaged (across 158W–

158E) latitudinal change in measures of the monsoon

state across climates. Mean daily precipitation (in-

dicative of the location of the monsoon rain belt)

shows similar rainfall patterns across climates with

the maximum change in daily precipitation rate of

1mmday21 (Fig. 1a). There is also evidence of a

northward shift of the northernmost extent of monsoon

rains. Proportionally, precipitation increases are greater

farther north (;40%–50% near 188N). The ;18 north-

ward shift of monsoon rainfall limit across climates, as

well as the higher future precipitation rates over the

Sahel, and a projected reduction of precipitation rates

FIG. 1. Climatological change in theWest African monsoon in the two CP4 climate runs. Variables plotted for July–September average

across the current climate (red lines), the future climate (blue lines), as well as the difference between the two climates (black dashed

lines). West Africanmonsoon features are: (a) daily precipitation rate, (b) zonal wind shear as defined in Table 1, (c) 650 hPa zonal winds,

(d) 925 hPa zonal winds, (e) 925 hPa meridional winds, (f) 850 hPa temperature, (g) 850 hPa specific humidity, (h) 850 hPa relative hu-

midity, and (i) total column water. For all plots except (d) and (e), metrics are taken as daily averages. All metrics are zonally averaged

across the region 158W–158E. Black vertical lines denote the latitudes of our study region (108–188N).
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near the Guinea Coast (58–78N) is consistent with pre-

vious studies (e.g., Vizy et al. 2013; Cook and Vizy 2015;

Vizy and Cook 2017).

Mean midday zonal wind shear (Fig. 1b) increases

predominantly due to stronger low-level southwesterly

flow across all latitudes of around 1–2ms21 or up to 40%

(Figs. 1d,e) and a relatively smaller intensification of

AEJ-level easterlies across the northern Sahel of no

more than 0.5m s21 (,5% across climates Fig. 1c).

There is a projected latitudinal broadening of theAEJ in

the future, most pronounced north of 138N (Fig. 1c).

However, the latitudinal position of peak zonal wind

shear and 650 hPa winds is the same in the current and

future climate simulations. Enhanced low level west-

erlies, indicative of theWest African westerly jet diurnal

peaks (WAWJ; Pu and Cook 2010, 2012), and south-

erlies imply an enhanced horizontal transport of mois-

ture over the Sahel in the future.

Mean 850 hPa temperature (Fig. 1f) indicate a future

increase in the meridional temperature gradient across

West Africa, with temperatures increasing over the

Sahara (6–7K) more than over the Guinea Coast

(5–6K). This increased meridional temperature gradi-

ent is consistent with the enhanced zonal wind shear

across the Sahel via their codependence due to the

thermal wind balance (Fig. 1b; Cook 1999; Parker et al.

2005; Cook and Vizy 2015). Specific humidity (Fig. 1g)

is much greater across the entireWest African region in

the future climate, with the difference between the two

climates maximized at ;128N. We see little (,3%)

change in lower-tropospheric relative humidity be-

tween climates across the Sahel (Fig. 1h). Increased

low-level southerly winds across the Guinea Coast,

coupled with higher specific humidity is associated with

an increase in TCW over the Sahel (Fig. 1i). The lo-

cation of maximum TCW does not change across cli-

mates (98–108N), but the greatest absolute increase

occurs within the Sahel (;128–138N).

The latitudinal pattern of each variable considered in

Fig. 1 is consistent across climates. We conclude that the

region 108–188N is a fair region over which to consider

MCSs in both climates.

Figure 2 shows the diurnal cycle of CP4-A precipita-

tion (Fig. 2a) and lower- to midtropospheric wind shear

magnitude (Fig. 2b), averaged over our analysis region.

In both climates, the maximum precipitation rate occurs

during the late afternoon and is minimized around

1100 UTC. Precipitation increases at all times of day

with climate change, but percentage wise, the greatest

increases occur prior to 1200 UTC. CP4-A has a bias

toward too much midday precipitation across the Sahel;

however, the model is improved over parameterized

counterpart models (Berthou et al. 2019b). Hourly

rainfall rates increase by less than 20% in the future

climate for all times after 1400 UTC. Kendon et al.

(2019) show fewer short-lived evening storms in the fu-

ture climate within CP4-A, potentially explaining the

relatively small absolute/percentage increase in precip-

itation across the afternoon and evening period.

Observed wind shear in the lower to midtroposphere

is maximized overnight, since this is the time of strongest

southwesterly monsoon flow (Parker et al. 2005). The

diurnal cycle of zonal wind shear is consistent across

climates within our observation region (Fig. 2b). We see

FIG. 2. Diurnal cycle of precipitation and zonal wind shear for both climates. For the region 158W–158E, 108–

188N, hourly precipitation rates and 3-hourly instantaneous zonal wind shear values are averaged for the period

July–September for the current climate (red line) and future climate (blue line). The difference between future

climate and current climate values at each time step is represented by the black line in each panel.
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an increase throughout the day in the percentage change

of zonal wind shear across climates with a peak increase

occurring at 2100 UTC (;40%). The larger percentage

increase at 1500–2100 UTC is due in part to these times

corresponding to the diurnal minimum in shear values.

Absolute increases in zonal wind shear range between

about 3.5 m s21 (at 1500 UTC) and 4.8m s21 (at

2100 UTC) (Fig. S2). Spatial changes in zonal wind shear

calculated between set levels (925 and 600hPa) are pro-

vided in Fig. S3 and highlight that zonal wind shear in-

creases more, in absolute terms, within the eastern Sahel.

We decide that using 1800 UTC as our storm reference

time is fair as 1800 UTC is shortly after the time of

maximum area-averaged precipitation in both climates

and aligns with available instantaneous data for wind

speed and temperature. However, there exist regions

where overnight rainfall provides the majority of local

precipitation over the Sahel (Mathon et al. 2002; Vizy and

Cook 2018). Drivers of MCS extreme precipitation rates

at 0000 and 0600 UTC storms are discussed in section 7.

We next consider changes in TCW and their rela-

tionship to near-surface temperature changes across

climates and compared them to the expected rate of

change in TCW per unit warming from the Clausius–

Clapeyron relationship (i.e., 7%K21 warming). We use

the differential rate of TCW change per kelvin, r, ex-

pressed as a percentage change, from O’Gorman and

Muller [2010, their Eq. (2)] (Fig. 3a):

r5 1003
log (11 r

D
)

DT
, (1)

where DT is the mean 1.5m temperature difference

across climates, and rD is the fractional rate of TCW

change per kelvin, calculated as

r
D
5
TCW

future
2TCW

current

TCW
current

. (2)

Figure 3 also displays spatial maps of projected TCW,

1.5-m temperature, and near surface circulation changes

across climates (Figs. 3b,c) and r as defined in

Eq. (1) (Fig. 3d).

Figure 3a shows that climatological 1.5m tempera-

tures increase by 4–5K near the Guinea Coast (08–58N),

and by over 6K across the Sahara (north of 208N). CP4-A

simulates zonally averaged r. 7%K21 from 108 to 208N,

implying super–Clausius–Clapeyron scaling of TCW oc-

curs across our analysis region (although the scaling is

zonally heterogeneous as seen in Fig. 3d).

FIG. 3. Climatological changes in surface temperature, total column water, and low level horizontal winds across

climates. (a) Zonally averaged climatological change in 1.5m temperature (purple line) between the future climate

and current climate scenarios. Green line displays the differential rate of change in TCWper kelvin, r, expressed as

a percentage [defined in Eq. (1) and text], with the black dashed line denoting the Clausius–Clapeyron rate of 7%

TCW increase per kelvin. (b) Proportional change across climates in climatological, coarse grained, TCW with

absolute changes in 925 hPa horizontal winds. (c) Climatological change in coarse grained 1.5m temperatures and

925 hPa horizontal winds. (d) Coarse grained (to 25 km horizontal resolution) map of r, expressed as a percentage

change.White regions in (d) highlight areas where the increase in TCWper kelvin increase in temperature matches

that predicted from the Clausius–Clapeyron equation (7%K21). For all plots, the period July–September is used to

compute data shown. Black boxes in (b)–(d) denote the Sahel (108–188N, 158W–158E) as defined for our analysis.
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Consistent with Vizy et al. (2013), we see projected

enhancement of the WAWJ across Senegal and south-

ern Mali, and increased southwesterly monsoon flow

across Benin, Burkina Faso, and Nigeria. Both these

circulation changes would be expected to increase low-

level moisture across the eastern Sahel. Accordingly,

there is an apparent southwesterly gradient in the per-

centage TCW increase between the current and future

climate (Fig. 3b). Across much of the eastern Sahel,

there is .50% more moisture in the future climate.

Toward Senegal, the increase is 30%–40%. Changes in

surface temperature across climates appear relatively

more zonally homogeneous acrossWest Africa (Fig. 3c).

CP4-A projects super–Clausius–Clapeyron increases

in r projected across the eastern Sahel, as well as Guinea,

Liberia, and Sierra Leone (Fig. 3d). This high increase

in TCW per K warming is of particular interest over

the Niger–Nigeria border, as this is a location where

many observed MCSs originate during the boreal

summer (Vizy and Cook 2018, 2019) and occur in

the current climate CP4-A simulation. Sub–Clausius–

Clapeyron r values over Senegal and Mauritania are

due to strengthened northerlies from the increased

low-level cyclonic circulation about the deepened

trough providing warming and drying in over this re-

gion. The zonal contrast in simulated r presented in

Fig. 3d is consistent with projected CP4-A increases in

extreme precipitation across the Sahel (Kendon et al.

2019), currently observed spatial heterogeneity in

precipitation trends (Panthou et al. 2018), and spatial

patterns of seasonal precipitation change from other

future climate studies using coarser-resolution models

(e.g., James et al. 2014; their Fig. 1).

In conclusion, we find an intensification of climato-

logical precipitation across much of our study region

present at all times of day. There is an increase in zonal

and horizontal wind shear in the future climate, pri-

marily associated with a strengthening of the low-level

monsoon flow and the WAWJ, with a relatively smaller

intensification of theAEJ apparent. Zonally averaged low-

level specific humidity and TCW increase in the future.

There is a spatial heterogeneity to the increase in available

moisture for MCSs relative to localized heating, which is

spatially consistent with prior studies highlighting zonal

contrasts in current and future precipitation trends over

the Sahel.

5. Changes in storm intensity and drivers within

and across climates

a. Vertical profile of storm environment: Dependence

on intensity and climate

We next investigate whether selection of fixed pres-

sure levels for comparison of storm drivers across cli-

mates is valid, or whether considerations for vertical

displacement of storm intensity drivers must be taken

into account. Figure 4 displays the vertical profile of

mean midday zonal wind speed (Fig. 4a), 1800 UTC

minimum omega (Fig. 4b), and relative humidity at

1200 UTC (Fig. 4c) and 1800 UTC (Fig. 4d) for storms

FIG. 4. Composite vertical profile of selected potential storm intensity metrics for MCSs with the highest and

lowest extreme precipitation rates (EPRs). Variables displayed are (a) 1200 UTC zonal wind speed, (b) 1800 UTC

minimumomega, (c) 1200UTCmean relative humidity, and (d) 1800UTCmean relative humidity. Composites are

made for MCSs with the highest 10% of EPRs (solid lines) and lowest 25% of EPRs (dashed lines) in each climate.

Red lines present results for the current climate, with future climate findings given in blue.
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with the highest and lowest extreme precipitation rates

in each climate.

At 925 hPa, we see stronger composite low-level

westerlies preceding storms with the lowest 25% of ex-

treme precipitation rates in the current climate simula-

tions (Fig. 4a, ;1m s21 difference). Stronger composite

ambient westerly winds are simulated at this level in the

future climate compared to the current climate, but we

do not see a difference between ambient westerlies

preceding MCSs with the highest and lowest extreme

precipitation rates.

More intense easterlies at 650hPa precedeMCSs with

higher extreme precipitation rates in the current climate

with easterlies approximately 1m s21 more intense. At

higher levels, current climate ambient easterlies are

weaker preceding MCSs with the highest extreme pre-

cipitation rates. We also note that composite 650 hPa

easterlies preceding both subsets of current climate

MCSs are actually weaker than those preceding the all-

storm composite at 650 hPa (not shown). In the future

climate, we see enhanced mid and upper tropospheric

easterly flow preceding both subsets of storms, with the

strongest composite easterlies from 650hPa upward

simulated prior to MCSs with the lowest extreme pre-

cipitation rates. In both climates, Fig. 4a implies that

enhanced ambient zonal-wind shear may not be present

prior to systems with higher extreme precipitation rates.

As an aside, when storm intensity is measured using

mean OLR, we do see a clear pattern toward more in-

tense midlevel easterly winds preceding colder-topped

MCSs (Fig. S4a). For the remainder of our analysis,

set pressure ranges across which to evaluate lower-

tropospheric westerlies (925–800 hPa), and midtropo-

spheric easterlies (700–500 hPa) for both climates are

considered fair.

In both climates, MCSs with higher extreme precipi-

tation rates have higher composite minimum omega at

the time of storm throughout the mid and upper tropo-

sphere compared to those with lower extreme precipi-

tation rates (Fig. 4b). For storms with the highest

extreme precipitation rates in either climate, compos-

ite omega values are similar between climates below

600hPa with stronger omega simulated higher than

600 hPa in the future, implying greater in-storm ascent

rates. The opposite is true for events with the lowest

extreme precipitation rates, as current climate storms

are simulated to have more intense in-storm omega.

Figure 4b implies relatively more extremes (both strong

and weak) of in-storm ascent rates simulated for future

climate MCSs. Through the rest of this article, we use

minimum omega above 600 hPa for each MCS as the

indicator of maximum speed of ascending air in MCS

convective cores (while appreciating that the grid

resolution of our model reduces the precision of this

measurement).

We see a clear separation between composite RH pro-

files for MCSs with the largest extreme precipitation rates

and lowest extreme precipitation rates for a given climate

(Fig. 4c for 1200 UTC, Fig. 4d for 1800 UTC). In either

climate, higher 1200 UTC relative humidity values are

simulated below about 550hPa preceding storms with

higher extreme precipitation rates (Fig. 4c), with higher

1800 UTC RH values simulated throughout the vertical

column (Fig. 4d). Across climates, we see little change in

1200UTC composite low-level RH for eitherMCS subset,

but greatermid to upper tropospheric humidity preceding

MCSs with the highest precipitation rates in the future

climate. At the time of storm, there is a consistent simu-

lated drying of the lower- to midtroposphere simulated

for future climate storms (;800–600hPa) for both re-

spective MCS populations. For the rest of this paper, we

evaluate 1200 UTCRH in order to focus on the influence

ambient conditions have on extreme precipitation rates,

and select 700hPa as a representative pressure level for

analysis of midtropospheric RH.

Figure 5 shows the skew T–logp plot of compos-

ite profiles preceding current climate (blue lines)

and future climate (red lines) storms; Table 2

FIG. 5. Composite skew T–logp diagram of ambient conditions

preceding all storms found in the current climate (red lines) and the

future climate (blue lines). For each profile, blue filled circle rep-

resents the level of free convection of a surface-based air parcel,

while red open circle represents the pressure of the equilibrium

level. For each profile, 600 hPa data have been omitted due to er-

rors at this level for all 1998 and some 1999 storms.
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provides relevant statistics from these soundings. Fu-

ture storms are preceded by higher equilibrium and

lifting condensation levels, and greater ambient bulk

CAPE and bulk CIN, which are expected to favor

more intense deep convection. The higher CIN en-

vironment seen in the future climate suggests that

stronger triggers (such as cold pools) are required to

initiate deep convection in this environment, con-

sistent with the greater preponderance of nocturnal

propagating systems, as compared with scattered

evening cumulonimbus.

b. Character of extreme storms and prestorm

environment in current and future climate

Figure 6 compares populations of current climate and

future climate ambient/time-of-storm metrics. Changes

between climates are statistically significant beyond

the 90th–99th percentile for all metrics apart from

1800 UTC minimum omega (Fig. 6h). Figure 6a shows a

28% increase of mean extreme precipitation rates under

climate change. Future climate storms are on average

deeper, with higher rain rates, but have warmer cloud

tops (Fig. 6g) due to a warmer troposphere (Fig. 5).

We find intensifications inmean 1200UTCwind shear

(Fig. 6b), 1800 UTC mean TCW (Fig. 6c), and ambient

bulk CAPE of the most unstable air parcel (Fig. 6e) as

well as drier ambient midlevel air (Fig. 6f). Relative to

the large increase in mean 1800 UTC TCW across cli-

mates (41%), we see a smaller, but significant increase in

the 1200–1800 UTC TCW anomaly across climates

(21%, Fig. 6d). One-hour total precipitation accumula-

tion increases in the future climate (Fig. 6j), as well as

the temperature deficit of cold pool outflows (Fig. 6l).

The future change in 1-h precipitation accumulation is

not linked to larger storms in the future; in fact there are

fewer large storms in the future climate (Fig. 6k).

Figure 6 highlights a significant shift in the CP4-A future

climate scenario toward conditions conducive to more

intense rain events.

6. Storm-level dynamics and intensity drivers in the

current and future CP4-A simulations

a. What controls extreme precipitation rates in

CP4-A?

Figure 7 shows the relationships between different

ambient and internal variables and modeled extreme

precipitation rates for both climates. There is no sta-

tistically significant (at the 95% confidence interval)

correlation between future climate ambient wind shear

and extreme precipitation rates, with a weak yet sig-

nificant negative correlation between the same metrics

seen for the present climate (Fig. 7a). The relationship

between the vertical profile of lower- to midtropo-

spheric ambient winds and extreme precipitation rates

is complex, with observational and modeling stud-

ies highlighting different potential relationships (cf.

Takemi 2014 and Taylor et al. 2017). The correlations

shown in Fig. 7a agree with prior studies performed

using CRMs (e.g., Lucas et al. 2000; Takemi 2010,

2014), but disagree with Fig. S1.

Time of storm TCW and vertical velocity exhibit the

strongest control on extreme precipitation in either

climate (Figs. 7b and 7d respectively), with the prod-

uct of these two variables, an approximation for water

uplift in the most intense convective core, also sig-

nificantly scaling with extreme precipitation rates (not

shown). Additionally, Taylor et al. (2017) hypothe-

sized that more intense systems supply increased

moisture. Figure 7c agrees with this notion with good

agreement between the correlation of extreme pre-

cipitation rate and TCW anomaly at 1800 UTC across

climates. However, this model result could be coin-

cidental, with intense storms forming in large-scale

environments that generate increases of TCW be-

tween 1200 and 1800 UTC for unrelated reasons.

Colder-topped MCSs have higher extreme precipita-

tion rates in both climates consistent with expectations

(Fig. 7e). Lower MU-CAPE (Fig. 7f) and more humid

TABLE 2. Composite values related to the vertical profiles shown in Fig. 5.

Variable

Future climate composite

ambient climate

Current climate composite

ambient climate

Mean surface pressure (hPa) 968.5 971.3

Mean surface temperature (8C) 37.1 30.6

Mean dewpoint temperature (8C) 25.6 21.4

Pressure of lifting condensation level (hPa) 822.0 850.5

Temperature at lifting condensation level (8C) 22.9 19.3

Pressure of level of free convection (hPa) 744.9 796.3

Pressure at equilibrium level (hPa) 121.3 156.3

CAPE of most unstable parcel (J) 3378.6 2463.7

CIN of most unstable parcel (J) 231.3 211.4
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ambient midlevels (Fig. 7g) are significantly correlated

with higher extreme rain rates. We stress that MU-

CAPE as defined in Table 1 is not directly comparable

to the depth of high CAPE air within the lower-

troposphere analyzed in Takemi (2010, 2014). It is im-

portant also to note that the processes through which

increased MU-CAPE can affect precipitation may be

crudely modeled at 4.4 km horizontal resolution, given

the potential influence of cloud-mixing and microphys-

ical processes. Other measures of CAPE, including for

surface-based parcels and the mean parcel CAPE in the

lowest 100 hPa of the atmosphere, have also been eval-

uated, with little difference in their relationship with

precipitation rates.

Storms with higher extreme precipitation rates in ei-

ther climate output greater quantities of rainfall during

1 h across the entire MCS area (Fig. 7h), implying these

systems potentially have broad impacts over the regions

they are present. Finally, there is no significant corre-

lation between cold pool intensity and extreme precip-

itation rate in either climate (Fig. 7i). Although intense

storms can be associated with strong cold pools, ice hy-

drometeor melting, sublimation, and evaporation help

generate cold pools, which can correspond to minimal

precipitation at the surface.

As discussed in section 2, our two 10-yr simulations

are each affected by the models own internal natural

variability. We note however that the natural vari-

ability in each run is constrained by the lower and

lateral boundary conditions. To quantify the potential in-

fluence of long-time scale variability on ambient TCW, we

have compared the change in June–September TCW

from a historical period (1950–99) to the end of the

twenty-first century (2070–99) within a four-member

FIG. 6. Probability density functions of extreme precipitation rates during MCSs within both climates and identified

atmospheric/storm variables of interest. In all plots, red bars highlight the binned probability density in the current climate,

with blue bars denoting future climate values (dark blue bars exist where current and future climate values overlap). All

values are taken across the identified region of each MCS at 1800 UTC as explained in section 3. In all panels, red (blue)

dots below the vertical bars denote the climatological mean value of eachmetric for the current (future) climate which are

also presented in each subplot legend. Confidence intervals are calculated from a Welch’s t test for the two populations.
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GCM ensemble using a single model (HadGEM2-ES)

forced with different initial conditions following RCP8.5.

HadGEM2-ES is employed as it provides the best com-

parison to CP4-A given similarities in model design.

Historic climatological TCW values over the Sahel

range from 30.3 to 30.6kgm22 across ensemblemembers;

future values range from 46.3 to 47.1kgm22. The differ-

ence in TCWacross climates (;16kgm22) is comparable

to the difference in TCW simulated in CP4-A (Fig. 7b).

Interensemble variability in each climate is much lower

than the change projected across climates, implying that

the TCW differences projected in CP4-A are likely

associated with climate change and not a product of

random variability.

b. Modeled interactions of storm intensity drivers in

CP4-A

Figure 8 shows the relationships between selected

ambient and time of storm metrics. Figure 8a shows a

significant negative correlation between midday wind

shear and mean time-of-storm OLR in both climates.

The correlation coefficients are of similar magnitude to

that found in observations (Taylor et al. 2017; their co-

efficient: 20.347), suggesting that CP4-A captures the

FIG. 7.Weighted density contour relationships between extreme precipitation rates and potential drivers in current and future climates.

(a)–(i) The relationship for all current climate (black contours) and future climate (colored contours)MCSs. Pale gray shading denotes the

total current climate range including anomalous results. For each variable linear trend lines for each climate as well as the Pearson

correlation coefficient are provided (black line for future climate, red line for current climate). Solid lines of best fit denote correlations

significant beyond the 95th confidence interval.
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observed influence of ambient wind shear on MCS

organization. The role of shear in determining the struc-

ture and organization of MCSs has also been identified

in observational studies and studies using CRMs (e.g.,

Newton 1960; Browning and Ludlam 1962; Rotunno et al.

1988; Houze 2004; Takemi 2007). We additionally note

that, for a given temperature and humidity profile, there

may exist a vertical wind profile which optimizes MCS

organization (Takemi 2007). Across climates, the hor-

izontal winds, humidity and temperature significantly

change in CP4-A (Fig. 1) implying that the future cli-

mate ambient environment may be more conducive to

MCS organization once a storm is generated.

Within the range of simulated wind shear values, we

see a weak but significant correlation between ambient

shear and in-storm minimum omega (Fig. 8b), which

agrees with prior studies (e.g., Fovell and Ogura 1989;

Lucas et al. 2000). In each climate, ambient wind shear

is also correlated with 1200 UTC MU-CAPE (Fig. 8c).

This link may be cofluctuation not causation, may be

due to intense shear in the lower troposphere inhibiting

convective initiation, or may be due to the presence of

enhanced low-level convergence in high shear envi-

ronments. Ambient wind shear is either significantly

negatively correlated (in the current climate: 20.227

correlation coefficient), or not correlated (in the future

climate: 0.003 correlation coefficient) with time-of-

storm TCW (Fig. 8d).

Both climates simulate stronger wind shear preceding

MCSs with more intense cold pools, however this

FIG. 8. Weighted density contour relationships between potential drivers of extreme precipitation in current and

future climates. (a)–(i) The relationship for all current climate (black contours) and future climate (colored con-

tours) MCSs. In each panel linear trend lines for each climate as well as the Pearson correlation coefficient are

provided (black line for future climate, red line for current climate). Solid lines of best fit denote correlations

significant beyond the 95th confidence interval. The variables shown are: (a) midday wind shear and time of storm

OLR, (b) midday wind shear and 1800 UTC minimum omega, (c) midday wind shear and the square root of mean

midday MU-CAPE, (d) midday wind shear and time of storm TCW, (e) midday wind shear and time of storm cold

pool strength, (f) midday mean TCW and 1800 UTC–1200 UTC TCW anomaly, (g) midday mean 700 hPa RH and

time of storm TCW, (h) time of storm mean OLR and minimum omega, and (i) time of storm maximum buoyancy

and minimum omega.
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relationship is only statistically significant in the current

climate (Fig. 8e). Past studies have highlighted the im-

portance of wind shear in controlling cold pool strength

(Thorpe et al. 1982; Rotunno et al. 1988), but this rela-

tionship is complex (Parker 1996). Prior research has

also highlighted ambiguity with the role of other ambi-

ent conditions such as dry midlevels in intensifying

convective cold pools (James and Markowski 2010).

Detailed analysis of cold pool simulations for CP4-A

storms is beyond the scope of this paper. However, our

analysis implies that the factors required to sustain a

strong cold pool are likely to be prohibitive to higher

extreme precipitation rates in CP4-A.

Figure 8f implies that systems preceded by higher

ambient TCW have statistically significant lower

1200–1800 UTC TCW increases in both climates. As

in Fig. 7c, the correlation coefficient between these

two variables is consistent across climates, suggest-

ing that the fundamental behavior of MCSs with re-

gards to available moisture does not change under

global warming. In both climates we also note that

higher time-of-storm TCW is significantly correlated

with increased midtropospheric RH with similar corre-

lation coefficients (;0.65) found for each climate (Fig.

8g). The maximum vertical velocity of MCSs is signifi-

cantly correlated with mean OLR in both climates (Fig.

8h). Finally, the maximum buoyancy of rising air parcels

simulated for each MCS is closely tied to the uplift ve-

locity (Fig. 8i) implying a realistic relationship between

buoyancy and upwardmotion is simulated within CP4-A.

Figures 7 and 8 suggest that current- and future-

climate storms simulated within CP4-A behave simi-

larly. Ambient wind difference exhibits control on the

organization of developing systems, with higher wind

difference associated with colder MCS cloud tops, po-

tentially through the ability of lower- to midtropo-

spheric wind shear to control the verticality of ascending

air within a system and the buildup of CAPE. Higher

TCW and ascent rates at the time of storm are closely

associated with greater extreme precipitation rates,

with the product of these two variables showing

good correlation with extreme precipitation rates.

Although it may be expected that time-of-storm TCW

correlates with precipitation metrics (as precipitation

can only fall if there is precipitable water available,

and precipitation actually contributes a small fraction

of the TCW), it is of interest that TCW is the strongest

control of the selected potential drivers of extreme

rain rates within CP4-A both in each climate, and

across climates.

Stronger ambient wind shear is associated with

stronger cold pools in the current climate (Fig. 8e), thus

encouraging gregarious development of MCSs, and

stronger ascent rates in both climates, implying faster

uplift of moisture. However, wind shear is also associ-

ated with lower TCW and higher MU-CAPE, and

therefore may also negatively impact extreme precipi-

tation rate. Our results imply that there is no simplistic

direct relationship between ambient wind shear and

extreme precipitation rates in CP4-A for either climate.

Under global warming, the atmosphere becomes

more conducive to higher extreme precipitation rates

for early evening MCSs, however less favorable overall

to MCS genesis (Berthou et al. 2019a). With regard to

changes in extreme precipitation rates, the key climatic

difference is the 41% increase in time-of-storm TCW,

which is attributable to both an increase in ambient

(i.e., 1200 UTC) TCW, and greater 1200–1800 UTC

TCW. This increase in the afternoon increase in TCW

may be generated by developing MCSs, may simply

reflect the greater availability of TCW in the future

climate which has a diurnal variation, or may reflect a

change in that diurnal cycle (we do not investigate

further here). From Fig. 3, we note that the eastern

Sahel is projected to have super–Clausius–Clapeyron

scaling of TCW with temperature; accordingly this re-

gion sees the largest frequency of future climate MCSs

(not shown).

Figures 1 and 3 highlighted zonal and meridional

heterogeneity in the projected change of several storm

intensity drivers, notably TCW and CAPE. The analysis

presented in Figs. 7 and 8 has been reproduced for the

western Sahel (158W–08, Figs. S5 and S6), and the east-

ern Sahel (08–158E, Figs. S7 and S8), as well as overmore

constrained latitudinal bounds (118–128N, Figs. S9 and

S10; 168–178N, Figs. S11 and S12). We draw similar

conclusions to those presented above for MCSs within

either the west or east Sahel as well as those present

across 118–128N. ForMCSs found over 168–178N,we find

that their behavior is very similar to the all-storm anal-

ysis (cf. Fig. 8 and Fig. S12); however, ambient CAPE

and midlevel RH do not appear to be significant drivers

of extreme precipitation rate variance in either climate

for these events (Fig. S11). Although the interaction of

storm processes remains similar throughout the Sahel

region studied, latitudinal variations in humidity and

available energy can affect the relationship between

these metrics and extreme precipitation rates.

7. Change in correlation of storm drivers for

different intensity measures, and at 0000 and

0600 UTC

In section 6, we consider drivers of extreme precipi-

tation rates of early evening MCSs across the Sahel.

Here, we extend our analysis to consider drivers of
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mean precipitation rate change across climates, as

well as drivers of extreme precipitation rate changes

for nocturnal MCSs. This analysis is necessary, as

prior work has suggested that mean MCS precipita-

tion rates are controlled by ambient/internal drivers

different from those which affect extreme precipita-

tion rates (Takemi 2010), and different storm intensity

drivers are present at different times of day (Vizy and

Cook 2018).

Figure 9 displays analogous information to Fig. 7,

except for mean precipitation rates. We note the caveat

that Fig. 9 does not account for changes in MCS area

across climates.

The drivers of extreme precipitation rate and mean

precipitation rate variability within the current cli-

mate and future climate simulations are broadly sim-

ilar. For both measures of early-evening precipitation,

increased ambient wind shear does not have a signif-

icantly positive effect [panel (a) of both figures].

Increased time-of-storm TCW and 1200–1800 UTC

TCW increases show the strongest correlation with

mean precipitation rates across both the current and

future climates (Figs. 9b,c). MCSs with higher mean

precipitation rates have significantly stronger mini-

mum omega (Fig. 9d) and significantly colder mean

OLR (Fig. 9e), consistent with Fig. 7. Figure 9f implies

that increased CAPE is significantly negatively cor-

related with mean precipitation rates within both

climates. This result is seemingly at odds with Takemi

(2014), who highlight the importance of increased

depth of high CAPE in the lower troposphere. However,

the effect of latitudinal variations in CAPE cannot be

discounted as a cause for this difference (as seen in

section 6), nor can differences in methodology for

evaluating CAPE. Amore thorough investigation of the

spatial and vertical distribution of CAPE in the lower

troposphere simulated in CP4-A prior to MCSs of dif-

ferent intensities is beyond the scope of this study, but

will form the basis of future work.

Drivers of extreme precipitation rates of MCSs at

0000 UTC (Fig. 10) are similar to those found for

1800 UTC extreme precipitation rates. Note that for

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but using mean precipitation rate of 1800 UTC storms as a measure of MCS intensity.
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0000 UTC MCSs, we consider ambient conditions at

1800UTC, and apply criteria akin to those for 1800UTC

MCSs with adjusted time windows. The quantity of

ambient TCW (Fig. 10b), the 1800–0000 UTC increase

in TCW (Fig. 10c), and the minimum omega within each

MCS (Fig. 10d) are the predominant controls on ex-

treme precipitation rate variability at this time.

At 0600 UTC, there is a large decline in the number of

future climate MCSs simulated that meet our preset

areal threshold (approximately 400 MCSs) and both

our preset precipitation criteria (29 MCSs). Figure 11

therefore shows all MCSs of at least 25 000 km2 that are

preceded by ambient mean precipitation not exceeding

1 cmh21 rather than 1mmh21. Using this relaxed re-

striction allows for 354 storms to be evaluated for the

future climate, and 1307 to be evaluated for the current

climate.

Although different MCS triggering mechanisms have

been highlighted for early evening and nocturnal sys-

tems in observations (Vizy and Cook 2018), the degree

to which our a priori drivers affect extreme precipitation

rates are reasonably consistent between 0600 UTC

(Fig. 11) and 1800 UTC (Fig. 7). The one exception to

this finding is the weaker link between ambient CAPE

and 0600 UTC extreme precipitation rates (Fig. 11f)

compared to earlier MCS analysis times. Nevertheless,

we conclude from Figs. 7, 10, and 11 that CP4-A

highlights the particular importance of ambient TCW,

time-of-storm omega and RH for MCS extreme pre-

cipitation rate variability across the early evening and

nighttime.

8. Conclusions and discussion

Using output from the first convection-permitting

model of pan-African climate changes we have eval-

uated the processes through which global warming

within a realistic future climate scenario can impact

extreme precipitation rates of Sahelian MCSs, as well

as the modeled drivers of change on the storm time

scale. Our work is considered a climate sensitivity

experiment, and the quality of projected changes is not

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but measuring drivers of extreme precipitation rate for storms at 0000 UTC.
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assessed here. We further do not provide an evalua-

tion of modeled precipitation against present obser-

vations as this has been assessed elsewhere (Stratton

et al. 2018; Berthou et al. 2019b). Results presented

primarily focus on early evening storms (1800 UTC)

across the whole Sahel (108–188N, 158W–158E). Overnight

precipitation systems as well as potential longitudinal and

latitudinal variation in findings have been presented, with

little difference in key results.

We find a 28% increase in the mean extreme pre-

cipitation rate of early eveningMCSs by the end of the

twenty-first century, and an increase in precipitation

rates at all times of day despite fewer MCSs in the

future climate. We primarily link this increase in ex-

treme precipitation rate to increases in TCW, which

scales at close to Clausius–Clapeyron scaling (al-

though the increases have zonal heterogeneity). The

greatest TCW increases are simulated across Nigeria,

Niger, and Lake Chad, which corresponds to the lo-

cation of most early-evening storms with particularly

high extreme rain rates in the future climate. We also

note that there are fewerMCSs simulated in the future

climate during the early evening and overnight based

on our areal threshold. Prior analysis of CP4-A output

has also shown that, despite a projected increase in

precipitation rates at all times of day, future rainfall

over the Sahel is provided by fewer, and on average

smaller systems compared to current climate precip-

itation (Kendon et al. 2019; Berthou et al. 2019a).

Figure 12 provides a more complete overview of

modeled processes by which global warming affect user-

relevant storm metrics across the Sahel within CP4-A.

Figure 12 does not consider potential climate change

effects due to changes in aerosols or microphysics, and

as our focus is uniquely on how global and regional cli-

mate change affects rainfall, we also do not consider

feedbacks of more intense MCSs on the West African

climate. Figure 12 shows the following:

d Global warming increases mean temperatures across

Africa as well as the temperature gradient between

the Guinea Coast and the Sahara. The increased

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 7, but measuring drivers of extreme precipitation rate at 0600 UTC.
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temperature gradient changes the circulation across

continental West Africa, through strengthening of the

southwesterly monsoon flow and an intensification of

the African easterly jet and West African westerly jet

(Figs. 1 and 3). The circulation change increases wind

shear within the lower and midtroposphere across the

region, and enhances low-level moisture flow into

the Sahel.
d Water vapor mixing ratios increase approximately

in line with the local temperature change to main-

tain constant RH at low levels (Clausius–Clapeyron

scaling), but with regionally super or sub–Clausius–

Clapeyron scaling as the monsoon shifts and mon-

soon circulation increases (Fig. 3). Across climates,

the associated increases in ambient and storm-driven

TCWare directly linked to enhanced extreme rain rates.
d Within each climate, increased wind shear, cold-pool

strength, and in-storm buoyancy lead to an increase in

updraft speeds within the storm. Moister midlevels

correlate with precipitation at the surface, presumably

due to increased water availability for rain formation

and decreased evaporation of hydrometeors. Stronger

MCS updrafts give colder cloud-top temperatures as

expected, which explains the link between ambient

wind shear and cloud-top temperature found in Taylor

et al. (2017) and in our analysis (Fig. 8a). MCS ex-

treme precipitation rates scale with the product of

time-of-storm TCW and in-storm vertical velocity

with deeper storms which bear more precipitation

modeled in the future. Note that while there is no

significant change in vertical velocity across climates,

the distribution of vertical velocities is skewed with a

longer tail of strong updrafts in the future climate

simulation (Fig. 6).

d Finally, colder cold pools are simulated in the future

climate. In each climate, the strength of the cold pool

is significantly correlated with both near surface wind

speed and wind speed cubed (a proxy for dust uplift

potential; Fig. S13). However, we do not see a signif-

icant change in near surface wind speeds across cli-

mates (Fig. S14), and also note that the link between

cold pool strength and wind speed weakens in the

future. It is unclear why these results occur, and this

subject requires future investigation.

Within CP4-A, there is no direct significant link be-

tween zonal wind shear and extreme precipitation rates,

despite observational evidence suggesting such a link

may exist (presented in Fig. S1). The role of zonal winds

in organizing systems within the tropics is complex, and

with a singular model simulation, it is not possible to

ascertain the cause for this discrepancy between model

and observations. Future work will explore in more

detail how Sahelian MCSs develop within high and low

shear environments.

The findings of this paper are both aided and limited

by the novel climate model employed and some caveats

to our findings are required. While the CP4-A dataset

allows for interrogation of storm dynamic changes due

to climate change that was not previously possible, only

one future climate realization exists, and any model

biases associated cannot be assessed fairly using mul-

timodel ensembles. In particular, there is no current

way to assess the impact that different future sea sur-

face temperature anomalies would affect our findings.

We hypothesize from Fig. 12 that any increase in land/

ocean temperatures in the future could lead to in-

creased extreme precipitation rates following the

FIG. 12. Schematic diagram explaining the processes through which increases in global tem-

perature and meridional temperature gradients across West Africa affect user-relevant storm

metrics. Atmospheric drivers are separated by the scale on which they act (from global to storm-

scale properties). Red lines denote correlations shown in this paper for CP4-A.
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processes we discuss. However, investment into more

widely available and varying future climate scenarios at

convection-permitting spatial resolution for West Africa

would greatly help improve understanding of projected

precipitation changes.

We further note that the horizontal resolution of our

employed model is potentially too coarse also for con-

clusive insight into the role of subcloud processes (such

as speed of convective updrafts) to be interpreted from

our results, however do note the agreement between our

findings and past observational and higher resolution

modeling studies. Finally, we cannot state whether the

increase in extreme precipitation rates scales linearly

with increases in TCW, thus do not extrapolate our

findings here to other warming scenarios or future time

periods.

It is important that similar assessments to those pre-

sented here are completed for other high resolution fu-

ture climate scenarios in order to more rigorously

determine the balance of processes controlling enhanced

precipitation rates in the future climate. From a stake-

holder perspective, it is also of importance to see what

changes in extreme precipitation rate could be expected

for different warming scenarios in order to better advise

mitigation strategies.

Data availability statement. Analysis presented within

this article has been performed using Python scripts avail-

able at https://zenodo.org/record/2560410.
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